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I bet I can create a casino in the themed environment of Las Vegas that 
is a sign of ‘actual’ use-value and ‘artificial’ sign-value. 
1.Historic Analysis
x Staged authenticity and how it arrived with the experience economy. 
x Themed environments are environments that are multidimensional sys-
tems of signs.
2. Las Vegas 
x The casino structures are examples of the ‘decorated shed’. They are 
simple buildings designed for gambling or hotel occupancy that are over-
laid by elaboarte signs, they function as one large sign. 
3. Projection
x The sun illuminates Las Vegas during the day that is contrasted with 
the illumination of the city with neon and 3-D light. 
x Materiality applied artificially
x Immersive Environments with Storytelling
x The sign as a computer generated electronic light display. 
4.Facade
x Facades are part of the theme- casinos cinematic method of 
presentation that is geared towards the perspective of motorists and 
pedestrians - something Venturi, Brown ‘A single shot of the strip is 
less spectacular, its enormous spaces must be seen as moving sequences.
x ‘Moving’ Facade as one moves down with the strip 
5.Materiality
x Casinos have applied materiality on them whether it be a Volcano, A 
Pirate Ship, or a vale of water. 
‘Signs in Las Vegas use mixed media - words, pictures, and sculp-
tures - to persuade and inform. A sign is contradictorily, for 
day and night. The same sign works as polychromic sculpture in 
the sun and as black silhouette against the sun; at night it is a 
source of light. It revolves by day and becomes a play of lights 
at night. It contains scales for close up and distance . . . Day is 
negated inside the casinos and night negated on the Strip. The 
signs are, contradictorily, for day and night.’ p.77




of Staged Authenticity 
• Immersion of special 
effects in Baroque of        
Florence and Rome. 
• Suburbanization and 
Signification.
1972
• Learning from Las 
Vegas.
• Architecture 
is   sculptural,               
scenographic,        
symbolic. 
• Now Las Vegas is a 
theme park, the city 
as scenography.
2014 • Applied Material • Rem Koolhaas’s Venice Biennale
• Tehcnology + Cardboard 
= Reality 
• All about Technology 
1998 • Experiense Economy.• Themed environments 
situated within the study 
of consumer culture.
• Guarenteed fun.
2006 • Dreamworlds• All about technology.• Sets used to be paper 
mache’, plywood, and 
paint; now they are digi-
tal simulations
1900• Industrialization • New materials-    glass, iron, steel  and 
electric lighting.
1973
• Dean MacCannell- 
staged authenticity - 
staging of local culture 
to create an impression 
of authenticity for a 
tourist audience. 
2001 • Michael Benedikt          Every place, every     product, every service 
and event in the experi-
ence economy becomes 
themed, as part of an 
endless carnival. 
1977 • Jon Jerde.• How to captivate visi-tors, pulling them in and 
holding onto them. 
1850• World Exposition, Department Stores, and Amusement 
Parks. 
• Light.
1966• Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture -Robert 
Venturi




Andrea Pozzo’s trompe-l’oeil dome at Sant’Ignazio
15-16thc.
Santa Maria church - Bramante
• Baroque Style : immersion of special effects and stage sets. 
• Beneath domes were painted ceilings. The immersion of the   
painting. 
• There special effects are architectonic scripted spaces where        
optics, scultpture, theater, and mathematics operate like mixed  
media, where the charm of Artifice exceeds the harmonies of  
nature itself. This allows a layered navigation of space of the  
 Baroque era.
Artificial Light 
Paris is first to administrate public lighting
Urban Street Lights by the 1880’s had achieved 2 parallel goals:
 1 .Light was closely connected with the police, visibility and 
       control created a safer environment.
 2. It expanded the time frame and the profitability of many 
       economic activities. 
Earth at that moment developed into an 
endless and relentless work site, or a 
round-o-clock shopping mall of never-ending
1800-1850
• Entertainment architecture has been 
• enriched by the advent of three new 
genres: 
• 
• World Exposition 
• Department Stores
• Amusement Parks                                                      
• They were environments for when the user 
entered, it was ‘in order to be distracted’. 
1900
• Industrialization 
• Implementation of street light in Paris
• New materials- glass, iron, steel-                                   
 and electric lighting made them gleam.
Crystal Palace 1851Eiffel Tower 1889
1966
• Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture 
-Robert Venturi
• ‘Carefully Calculated Confusion’
• 
• AMBIGUITY 
•  Questions what Good and Bad Ambiguity is. 
•   ‘Complexity’ usually resumes in ambiguity.
•   Ambiguity is based on the confusion of 




• Before the country was churches and store signs, often in foreign 
languages. Now people have abandoned religious and ethnic markers, 
replacing them with signs of prestige centering on the status of home 
ownership. There was a more frequent use of symbols and motifs 
characterizing the space of everyday life in both the city and the sub-
urb with ‘Signification’.
• ‘Signification’ involves not only a differentiation of particular material 
objects, but also a constant reworking of facades and interior spaces 
by overarching motifs drawing on a broad range of symbols.
1972
• Learning from Las Vegas 
• Now they think the architecture is sculptural, 
scenographic, symbolic. 
• Now las vegas is a theme park, a disneyland, 
the city as scenography.
‘Signs in Las Vegas use mixed media - words, pictures, and sculp-
tures - to persuade and inform. A sign is contradictorily, for 
day and night. The same sign works as polychromic sculpture in 
the sun and as black silhouette against the sun; at night it is a 
source of light. It revolves by day and becomes a play of lights 
at night. It contains scales for close up and distance . . . Day is 
negated inside the casinos and night negated on the Strip. The 
signs are, contradictorily, for day and night.’ p.77
Robert Venturi, Denise S. Brown and Steven Izenour
1973
• Dean MacCannell- staged authenticity 
• All societies create traditions, accept elements 
from outside, invent cereomonies, and reinvent them-
selves for both sacred and secular purposes. All via-
ble cultures are in the process of ‘making themselves 
up’ all the time. All culture is ‘staged authenticiy’.
• Taco Bell and how it replicates its products  
1977
• Jon Jerde
• Is the theme-park city, all spectacle and shine, necessarily more en-
ticing than the grit and danger of an authentic urban fabric? 
• He describes humans as a herd, coming together and addressing ar-
chitectural spaces as experiences. He talks about ‘re-lamping’ cities, re-
lighting and repopulating decaying urban cores. He looked at how to cap-
tivate visitors, pulling them in and holding on to them. 
• Communal experience as opposed to the pursuit of individuality. 
• Creates Fremont Street in Las Vegas
1998
Experiense Economy
• Provoke a variety of reactions dependent on individual 
associations invoked by the environment 
• Melding of material forms and commercial culture that 
characterizes the present from previous historical periods. 
Mall of America 
Guarenteed Fun
2001
• Michael Benedikt-• 
Reality and Authenticity 
in the Experience Economy
• Reality is under threat, 
as well as authenticity, 
which is the authority 
that comes with being 
real in just this way.
•  
• Every place, every 
product, every service and 
event in the experience 
economy becomes themed, 
as part of an endless 
carnival. 
Wolfsburg with Volkswagen Pavilion
2006
• Dreamworlds
• All about 
technology.
• Sets used 
to be paper 
mache’, ply-
wood, and 
paint; now they 
are digital 
    simulations.
Casino structures are examples of the ‘decorated shed’. They are simple 
buildings designed for gambling or hotel occupancy that are overlaid by 
elaborate signs, they function as one large sign. 
2014
• Applied Material 
• Rem Koolhaas’s 
Venice Biennale
• Tehcnology + 
Cardboard = 
Reality 
• All about 
    Technology 
PROJECTION 
•The ostensible purpose of the reproduction, to make one want the original, has been supplanted by the feel-
ing that the original is no longer necessary.
•Creating immersive environments where people can experience architecture in an interactive way.
•These fantasy facades have always functioned to hide the main purpose of the building - casino gambling.
•Although we can only marvel at the popularity of simulated urban environments as  vegas architecture, we 
may rightly wonder why this society allows its real cities to languish further in decay and decline. 
•Facades are part of the theme-casinos cinematic method of presentation that is geared towards the perspec-
tive of motorists and pedestrians- something Venturi, Brown ‘A single shot of the strip is less spectacular; 
its enormous spaces must be seen as moving sequences.’ 
-What Facades Promise:
• Anyone walking will realize there are few cars driving by. You evaluate what the facades promise, 
• Distance, space, and luxury. The Bellagio, the building is concealed, piece-by-piece behind a liquid veil, and 
the casino emerges from a curtain of mist. 
• Las Vegas architecture have mastered the art of transition. 
• No distinction between Las Vegas and Venice. 
• This new type of urban space moves beyond reproduction to produce an environment that is genuinely 
artificial, a new form of authenticity. To the point that the Charm of the artificial exceeds the original.
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